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Abstract
Like the extended non-negative reals .R+ equipped with the Scott topology, there are other
real topological cones such that the specialisation order yields a directed complete partially
ordered set (dcpo). We will call them d-cones. Further examples are the extended probabilistic
powerdomain, the set of all lower semicontinuous functions f :X → .R+ for any topological
space X and arbitrary products of given d-cones. The dual cone C∗ for a given d-cone C
consists of all linear continuous functions  :C→ .R+. With respect to the pointwise order,
addition and scalar multiplication the dual cone becomes also a d-cone. We are interested in
obtaining results with our concept of d-cones that are comparable to Hahn–Banach-type theorems
in functional analysis. Indeed, we can prove an Extension Theorem and a Separation Theorem
for the continuous d-cones. In particular, the second implies that the elements of the dual cone
C∗ separate the points of C. As a consequence of the Extension Theorem, we obtain a Sum
Theorem for continuous d-cones. We will give some su8cient conditions when the previous
examples of d-cones are continuous and have an additive way-below relation. c© 2001 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Looking at the probabilistic powerdomain V(X ) of a topological space X and the set
of all lower semicontinuous functions L(X ) from X into .R+ := {r ∈R | r¿0}∪ {∞},
we have seen in [5, 6, 9] that they both form d-cones. Another important example
of a d-cone is .R+ itself. The notion of d-cones is similar to that of ordered cones
in [3] from Fuchssteiner and Lusky and in [7] from Keimel and Roth, continued in
[8]. For an ordered cone to become a d-cone, the order must yield a directed complete
partially ordered set (dcpo). Consequently, we use linear Scott continuous functions
instead of linear monotone functions. So, in our sense, the dual of a d-cone C is the
set C∗ := { :C→ .R+ | continuous; linear} and can also be seen as a d-cone. It is
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shown by Kirch in [6] that V(X ) and L(X ) are dual to each other with respect
to ∗ for a continuous domain X . We are interested in obtaining results with our
concept of d-cones that are comparable to Hahn–Banach-type theorems in functional
analysis.
In Section 2 we give the basic deCnitions for our setting. The Sandwich Theorem
is one of the main tools to prove Hahn–Banach-type theorems. A version for d-cones
is provided in Section 3. It is applied in Section 4 to prove the main results of this
paper: a Separation Theorem for continuous d-cones and an Extension Theorem and a
Sum Theorem for continuous d-cones with additive way-below relation. Section 5 tells
us under which additional conditions the main examples of continuous d-cones fulCll
the required assumptions of an additive way-below relation.
2. Some basics
The basic notions of dcpo’s and continuous domains will be taken from [1]. First,
we introduce the main examples, followed by the deCnition of d-cones.
Denition 1. Let X be a topological space, O(X ) the open sets of X , and let .R+ be
equipped with the Scott topology.
The set of all continuous functions f :X → .R+ is denoted by L(X ); they are also
called lower semicontinuous functions on X .
A function  :O(X )→ .R+ is called continuous valuation on X if, for all U; V ∈O(X )
and all directed (Ui)i∈I ⊆O(X ), it satisCes:
• strictness: (∅)= 0,
• monotonicity: U ⊆V ⇒ (U )6(V ),
• modularity: (U ) + (V )= (U ∪V ) + (U ∩V ),
• Scott continuity: (⋃i∈I Ui)= ∨↑i∈I (Ui).
The set of all continuous valuations on X is denoted by V(X ) and called the extended
probabilistic powerdomain of X .
Denition 2. A set C is called a real cone if there exist 0∈C and two operations
+ :C ×C→C and · :R+×C→C such that for all a; b; c∈C and for all r; s∈R+ the
following properties are satisCed:
(a+ b) + c = a+ (b+ c);
a+ b = b+ a;
a+ 0 = a;
1 · a = a;
0 · a = 0;
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(r · s) · a = r · (s · a);
r · (a+ b) = (r · a) + (r · b);
(r + s) · a = (r · a) + (s · a):
A real cone C is called topological cone if C is a topological space such that both
operations are continuous where R+ is equipped with the lower topology.
A real cone C is called ordered cone if C is an ordered set such that both operations
are monotone where R+ carries the usual linear order.
The notion of topological cone and ordered cone can be nicely connected by the
specialisation order. For a T0-topological space X the specialisation order on X is
deCned by x6y if x is in the closure of {y}, or equivalently if the neighbourhood
Clter of x is contained in the neighbourhood Clter of y. Continuous functions between
topological spaces preserve the specialisation order, respectively to each toplogy. For
the product of topological spaces with the product topology, the specialisation order is
equal to the product of the respectively corresponding specialisation orders. This implies
that addition and scalar multiplication of a T0-topological cone are monotone in the
specialisation order; and 0 is the least element of the cone, since 0=0 · a61 · a= a
for any a∈C. Thus, topological cones can also be viewed as ordered cones. In this
paper, we survey especially those toplogical cones where the specialisation order yields
a dcpo.
Denition 3. If the specialisation order of a topological cone C yields a dcpo, then C
is called a d-cone. In the case that C is a continuous domain with the Scott-topology
then C is called a continuous d-cone.
Morphisms between d-cones are linear continuous maps.
Example 4. (1) .R+ is a continuous d-cone.
(2) Products of (continuous) d-cones are again (continuous) d-cones.
(3) For every topological space X the set of lower semicontinuous functions L(X )
is a d-cones with respect to pointwise addition, scalar multiplication, order and the
Scott topology. For core compact spaces X; L(X ) is continuous (see [4]).
(4) For every topological space X the extended probabilistic powerdomain V(X ) is
a d-cones with respect to pointwise addition, scalar multiplication, order and the Scott
topology. If X is a continuous domain, then V(X ) is a continuous d-cone (see [6,
Satz 5:3]).
(5) For a d-cone C the set of continuous linear maps into .R+ is called the dual
cone of C, denoted
C∗ := { :C → .R+ | linear; continuous}⊆ .RC+:
With respect to pointwise addition, scalar multiplication and the topology induced by
the product topology of .RC+ the dual cone is also a d-cone (see [9, Lemma 4:15]).
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There is a counter example [9, Example 2:6] that the dual cone of a continuous d-cone
is not always continuous. On the other hand, we know plenty of continuous d-cones
for which the dual cone is also continuous. By the Riesz Representation Theorem in
[6, 9] we have duality between L(X ) and V(X ) for every continuous domain X .
Because L(X ) and V(X ) are continuous in this case, so are V(X )∗ and L(X )∗.
An interesting question remains to Cnd a characterization of those continuous d-cones
whose dual cone is also continuous.
3. A Sandwich Theorem
In this section a version of the Sandwich Theorem for d-cones is provided. We will
use that d-cones are special ordered cones to take advantage of the existing results for
ordered cones. First, we need to introduce sublinear and superlinear functions.
Denition 5. Let C be a d-cone. A map p :C→ .R+ is called sublinear if p(r ·a)= r ·
p(a) and p(a+ b)6p(a) + p(b) for all a; b∈C and all r ∈R+.
A map q :C→ .R+ is called superlinear if q(r ·a)= r ·q(a) and q(a+b)¿q(a)+q(b)
for all a; b∈C and all r ∈R+.
A useful property of d-cones is that scalar multiplication preserves the way-below
relation. We will see later that for addition this is not true in general.
Lemma 6. Let C be a d-cone; let a; b∈C with ab and let r ∈R+. Then r · ar · b
holds.
Proof. The reason for this property is that multiplication with a real number r¿0 is
an order isomorphism. If r=0 then r · a= r · b=0 is the least element of the d-cone
and therefore compact.
Theorem 7 (Sandwich Theorem). Let C be a d-cone; let p :C→ .R+ be sublinear and
let q :C→ .R+ be superlinear such that a6b implies q(a)6p(b): (The last hypotheses
is satis3ed if q6p and either q or p is monotone.) Then a monotone linear map
 :C→ .R+ exists with q66p.
If C is a continuous d-cone and q is Scott continuous then  can be chosen to be
Scott continuous.
Proof. Since our notion of d-cones is a specialisation of ordered cones from [7, 8],
we can apply the Sandwich Theorem 2:6 in [8] to our situation. This yields a linear
monotone map  :C→R∪{∞} with q66p. By assumption q¿0 and hence ¿0.
But to show the existence of a Scott continuous linear map  we need to recall the
main steps of this proof.
Roth [8] shows that the set X of all monotone sublinear functions s :C→R∪{∞}
with q6s6p contains a minimal element . Moreover, such a minimal element has
to be superlinear; therefore,  is linear.
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For a continuous domain it is known how one gets the largest Scott continuous
function below a monotone one (see e.g. [1]). If we apply this to  we get the Scott
continuous function H deCned by H(a) :=
∨↑
ba (b). By using the fact that q6, and
with the hypothesis that q is Scott continuous, we can conclude that q6 H. It follows
from H66p that H6p. If we could show that H is also sublinear, then it would
be an element of X . From this we can conclude by minimality of  that H=;
therefore, H is linear. Lemma 6 implies that H is homogeneous. To show subadditivity
we need that
za+ b=
∨
a′a
↑
a′+
∨
b′b
↑
b′
=
∨
a′a
b′b
↑
a′+b′always implies there exist a′a and b′b such that 26a′+b′:
Now, we can calculate
H(a) + H(b) =
∨
a′a
↑
(a′) +
∨
b′b
↑
(b′)
=
∨
a′a
b′b
↑
(a′) + (b′)
¿
∨
a′a
b′b
↑
(a′ + b′)
¿
∨
za+b
↑
(z)
= H(a+ b):
Thus, H is subadditive and the proof is complete.
4. Some applications of the Sandwich Theorem
4.1. A Separation Theorem
Denition 8. A subset A of a d-cone C is called convex if a; b∈A implies r · a +
(1− r) · b∈A for all r ∈ [0; 1]. A d-cone C is called locally convex if every point has
a basis of open convex sets.
For example, sets of the form ↑ a are convex for any a∈C, since scalar multiplica-
tion and addition on a d-cone are monotone. Together with the fact that an increasing
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sequence of convex sets is convex, this enables us to see that a continuous d-cone is
always locally convex.
Proposition 9. Every continuous d-cone C is locally convex.
Proof. For a∈C let U be an open neighbourhood of a. Since C is continuous we get
a sequence (an)n∈N in U satisfying a1a and an+1an for all n∈N by using repeat-
edly the interpolation property. Then V :=
⋃
n∈N ↑↑an=
⋃
n∈N ↑an is an open convex
neighbourhood of a contained in U .
Lemma 10. If A is a convex subset of a d-cone C then so is r · A for all r ∈R+.
If B is a Scott-open subset of C then so is r · B for all r¿0.
Proof. Direct calculation establishes convexity.
To show that r · B is open, consider that multiplication by r¿0 is an order-
isomorphism.
Theorem 11 (Separation Theorem). Let C be a continuous d-cone; let A be a non-
empty convex lower set; and let B be a non-empty convex open subset of C; such
that A and B do not intersect. Then a linear Scott continuous function  :C→ .R+
exists such that (a)61¡(b) for all a∈A and b∈B.
Proof. To apply the Sandwich Theorem we have to deCne functions p and q satisfying
all assumptions of Theorem 7. We do this in the following way:
p(a) := inf{ |  ∈ R+; a ∈ A};
q(a) := sup{ |  ∈ R+; a ∈ B}:
Now, let us show that p is sublinear. For r=0 we have
p(0 · a) = p(0) = inf{ | 0 ∈ A} = 0;
because 0 · A= {0}. For r¿0 we calculate
p(r · a) = inf{ | r · a ∈ A} = inf
{
r · 
r
∣∣∣∣a ∈ r A
}
= r inf{′ | a ∈ ′A} = r · p(a):
This shows that p is homogeneous. Subadditivity holds because
p(a1) + p(a2) = inf{1 | a1 ∈ 1A}+ inf{2 | a2 ∈ 2A}
= inf{1 + 2 | a1 ∈ 1A; a2 ∈ 2A}
¿ inf{1 + 2 | a1 + a2 ∈ 1A+ 2A}
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= inf{1 + 2 | a1 + a2 ∈ (1 + 2)A}; since A is convex
= inf{′ | a1 + a2 ∈ ′A}
= p(a1 + a2):
Thus p is sublinear. The steps to show that q is superlinear are nearly the same. To
show homogeneouity for r=0, we use the fact that 0 ∈B implies that 0∈ B iJ =0.
To show monotonicity of q, let a16a2. Since B is an upper set implies B is an upper
set, we can conclude that { | a1 ∈ B}⊆{ | a2 ∈ B}. Thus, q(a1)6q(a2) holds. Now,
let D be a directed subset of C. Then q(
∨↑D)¿∨↑d∈D q(d) because q is monotone. By
deCnition q(
∨↑D)= sup{ | ∨↑ D∈ B}. Lemma 10 tells us that B is open. Therefore,∨↑D∈ B implies that an element d∈D exists such that d∈ B. Then
6 sup{ |d ∈ B}6
∨
d∈D
↑
sup{ |d ∈ B} =
∨
d∈D
↑
q(d);
which yields q(
∨↑ D)6∨↑d∈D q(d), i.e. q is Scott continuous.
Finally, we need to show that q6p. This holds if a∈ A; a∈ B implies ¡.
Assume ¿. Then A⊆ A, because A is a lower set. Thus, a∈ A implies a∈ A.
But then a∈ B contradicts A∩B= ∅.
Now we apply the Sandwich Theorem to get a linear Scott continuous function 
with q66p. This yields for all a∈A and b∈B
(a)6p(a)61¡q(b)6(b);
since a∈ 1A implies p(a)61 and B open, b= ∨↑r¡1 r · b implies there exist a
non-negative real number r¡1 with r · b∈B. Thus, b∈ (1=r)B and 1=r ¿ 1, hence,
q(b) ¿ 1.
This Separation Theorem yields that the elements of the dual cone separate the points
of a continuous d-cone.
Corollary 12. Let C be a continuous d-cone and a = b elements of C. Then a linear
Scott continuous function  exists such that (a)=(b).
Proof. For example let ab. By Proposition 9, the continuous d-cone C is locally
convex. Hence, a convex open neighbourhood B of b exists such that a ∈B. Using this
B and A := ↓ a, we can apply Theorem 11 to get the desired function .
From this last corollary follows, by a standard procedure, that the map ! :C→C∗∗
from a continuous d-cone C into its bidual C∗∗ is an injective morphism of d-cones,
where we deCne for a∈C; !(a) to be the evaluation map of a, i.e. !(a) :C∗→ .R+;
!(a)() :=(a).
Questions which remain in this context are whether ! is also a topological embed-
ding, and whether the weak topology induced by the dual cone C∗ on the original cone
C is equal to the original topology. The weak topology is deCned to be the coarsest
topology such that all elements of C∗ are continuous. Already, we have as another
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consequence of Corollary 12 that the specialisation order of the weak topology is equal
to the original order.
4.2. An Extension Theorem and a Sum Theorem
Denition 13. Let C be a continuous d-cone and D a real sub-cone of C. Then D is
called a d-subcone of C, if it has the following properties: D is closed under directed
suprema, it is a continuous domain with respect to the induced order, and the way-
below relation on D is equal to the restriction of the way-below relation on C.
Note that this deCnition implies that the Scott topology on a sub-d-cone D is equal
to the restriction of the Scott topology on C.
Example 14. (1) Each closed sub-cone of a continuous d-cone is a d-subcone.
(2) The diagonal of Cn is a d-subcone of Cn for a continuous d-cone C and n∈N.
To prove the Extension Theorem we not only need that the way-below relation on
a continuous d-cone is preserved by scalar multiplication, but also by addition. This
turns out not to be always true.
Denition 15. We will call the way-below relation of a d-cone additive if a1b1 and
a2b2, then a1 + a2b1 + b2.
Examples of continuous d-cones with an additive way-below relation are listed in
Section 5. For now, we prove our second Hahn–Banach-type theorem for continuous
d-cones.
Theorem 16 (Extension Theorem). Let C be a continuous d-cone with an additive
way-below relation; and let D be a d-subcone of C. Moreover; let ˜ :D→ .R+ be
linear and Scott continuous; p :C→ .R+ be sublinear; and
d6a+ c; d; a ∈ D; c ∈ C ⇒ ˜(d)6˜(a) + p(c):
Then a Scott continuous linear extension  :C→ .R+ of ˜ with 6p on C exists.
Proof. Let us Crst remark that ˜6p on D, since d60 + d for all d∈D implies
˜(d)6˜(0) + p(d)= 0 + p(d)=p(d).
We want to apply the Sandwich Theorem 7 to a sublinear, monotone function .p6p
and a superlinear Scott continuous function Hq with Hq6 .p on C and Hq|D = ˜= .p|D in
order to get the desired extension  of ˜. We deCne .p, Hq and an auxiliary function
q, which will be shown to be superlinear, monotone and q|D = ˜, as follows:
.p(a) := inf{˜(d) + p(c) |d ∈ D; c ∈ C; a6d+ c};
q(a) := sup{˜(d)− .p(c) |d ∈ D; c ∈ C; .p(c) ¡∞; d6a+ c};
Hq(a) =
∨
ba
↑
q(b):
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First, we prove all the properties that we claimed .p :C→ .R+ to have. We have .p¿0,
since ˜¿0 and p¿0. Moreover, 060+ 0 implies .p(0)6˜(0)+p(0)= 0, and hence
.p(0)= 0. For r¿0, using that multiplication with r is an order isomorphism, we
calculate
.p(r · a) = inf{˜(d) + p(c) |d ∈ C; c ∈ C; r · a6d+ c}
= inf{r · ˜( 1r · d) + r · p( 1r · c) |d ∈ D; c ∈ C; a6 1r · d+ 1r · c}
= r inf{˜(d′) + p(c′) |d′ ∈ D; c′ ∈ C; a6d′ + c′}
= r · .p(a):
This shows that .p is homogeneous. Now, we prove subadditivity:
.p(a1) + .p(a2) = inf{˜(d1) + p(c1) |d1 ∈ D; c1 ∈ C; a16d1 + c1}
+ inf{˜(d2) + p(c2) |d2 ∈ D; c2 ∈ C; a26d2 + c2}
= inf{˜(d1) + ˜(d2) + p(c1) + p(c2) |d1; d2 ∈ D; c1; c2 ∈ C;
a16d1 + c1; a26d2 + c2}
¿ inf{˜(d1 + d2) + p(c1 + c2) |d1; d2 ∈ D; c1; c2 ∈ C;
a16d1 + c1; a26d2 + c2}
¿ inf{˜(d1 + d2) + p(c1 + c2) |d1; d2 ∈ D; c1; c2 ∈ C;
a1 + a26d1 + d2 + c1 + c2}
¿ inf{˜(d) + p(c) |d ∈ D; c ∈ C; a1 + a26d+ c}
= .p(a1 + a2):
Thus, .p is subadditive and hence sublinear. To prove that .p is monotone let a16a2.
Then {˜(d)+p(c) |d∈D; c∈C; a16d+c}⊇{˜(d)+p(c) |d∈D; c∈C; a26d+c},
and hence .p(a1)6 .p(a2). For all a∈C, a60+ a and thus .p(a)6˜(0)+p(a)=p(a),
which means .p6p.
Let a; d∈D and c∈C such that d6a+ c. For all e∈D and f∈C with c6e + f
we have d6(a+ e) + f. Thus, by hypothesis,
˜(d)6˜(a+ e) + p(f) = ˜(a) + ˜(e) + p(f):
This implies
˜(d)6 inf{˜(a) + ˜(e) + p(f) | c6e + f}
= ˜(a) + inf{˜(e) + p(f) | c6e + f}
= ˜(a) + .p(c):
So, .p also fulClls that d6a+ c always implies ˜(d)6˜(a)+ .p(c). Especially, ˜6 .p.
For all d∈D we have d6d + 0 and thus .p(d)6˜(d) + p(0)= ˜(d). The last two
inequalities together tell us that .p |D= ˜.
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Secondly, we prove all the properties that we claimed q :C→ .R+ to have. We know
06a + 0 for all a∈C, which implies q(a)¿0. Since d60 + c implies ˜(d)6 .p(c)
which, for .p(c)¡∞, is equivalent to ˜(d) − .p(c)60, we conclude that q(0)60.
Therefore q(0)= 0 holds. Homogeneity for r¿0 holds because multiplication with
r is an order isomorphism. Superadditivity for q follows from a similar calculation
like subadditivity for p. To prove that q is monotone let a16a2. Then {˜(d) −
.p(c) |d∈D; c∈C; .p(c)¡∞; d6a1+c}⊆{˜(d)− .p(c) |d∈D; c∈C; .p(c)¡∞; d6
a2 + c}, and hence q(a1)6q(a2). Let a∈C and d6a + c with d∈D, c∈C and
.p(c)¡∞. Then
˜(d) 6 .p(d) since ˜6 .p
6 .p(a+ c) since .p is monotone
6 .p(a) + .p(c) since .p is sublinear:
For .p(c)¡∞ this is equivalent to ˜(d)− .p(c)6 .p(a), and hence q(a)6 .p(a), respec-
tively q6 .p on C. For d∈D, d6d+0 implies q(d)¿˜(d)− .p(0)= ˜(d). Moreover,
q(d)6 .p(d)= ˜(d) for d∈D, hence q|D = ˜.
By its deCnition, Hq is the greatest Scott continuous function below q. Thus, Hq6 .p is
clear. With Lemma 6 it follows immediately that Hq is homogeneous. To show super-
additivity of Hq we calculate
Hq(a1) + Hq(a2) =
∨
b1a1
↑
q(b1) +
∨
b2a2
↑
q(b2)
=
∨↑{q(b1) + q(b2) | b1a1; b2a2} since + is Scott cont:
6
∨↑{q(b1 + b2) | b1a1; b2a2} since q is superadditive
6
∨↑{q(c) | ca1 + a2} since the-relation is
additive
= Hq(a1 + a2):
For the d-subcone D holds that it is closed under directed suprema, it is a continuous
d-cone with respect to the induced order, and the way-below relation on D is the
restriction of the way-below relation on C. These properties together with the facts
that q|D = ˜ and that ˜ is Scott continuous imply Hq|D = ˜.
In the case that only a linear Scott continuous functional ˜ :D→ .R+ is given without
a sublinear dominating p :C→ .R+, we still obtain an extension of ˜ to the whole
d-cone C. To see this deCne p :C→ .R+ by
p(a) :=
{
˜(a) if a ∈ D;
∞ if a =∈ D:
Then, ˜ and p fulCll the hypothesis of the Extension Theorem 16 and we get as an
immediate consequence the following.
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Corollary 17. Let C be a continuous d-cone with an additive way-below relation. Let
D be a d-subcone of C and let ˜ :D→ .R+ be linear and Scott continuous. Then there
is a Scott continuous linear extension  :C→ .R+ of ˜.
In other words, this corollary states that .R+ is injective in the category of continuous
d-cones with additive way-below relations and with respect to d-subcone embeddings.
As another consequence of the Extension Theorem we obtain a Sum Theorem for
continuous d-cones:
Theorem 18 (Sum Theorem). Let C be a continuous d-cone with an additive way-
below relation; let  :C→ .R+ be linear and Scott continuous; p1; : : : ; pn :C→ .R+ be
sublinear; and for d; a; ck ∈C; k =1; : : : ; n;
d6a+ ck ; k = 1; : : : ; n⇒ (d)6(a) +
n∑
k=1
pk(ck):
Then Scott continuous linear functions k :C→ .R+ exist with k6pk; k =1; : : : ; n;
and =1 + · · ·+ n.
Proof. First, remark that 6p1 + · · · + pn since c60 + c implies (c)6(0) +∑n
k=1 pk(c)=p1(c) + · · ·+ pn(c) for all c∈C. The main steps of the proof turn out
to be quite similar to the proof of [3, Theorem 1.4.1], a Sum Theorem for preordered
abelian semigroups.
For a continuous d-cone C with additive way-below relation, Cn is also a continuous
d-cone with additive way-below relation (see also Section 5). The diagonal $⊆Cn is
a d-subcone and ˜ :$→ .R+, ˜(d; : : : ; d) :=(d), is linear and Scott continuous. The
map p :Cn→ .R+, p(c1; : : : ; cn) :=
∑n
k=1pk(ck) is sublinear. By deCnition of point-
wise addition and order (d; : : : ; d)6(a; : : : ; a) + (c1; : : : ; cn) is equivalent to d6a+ ck ,
k =1; : : : ; n, for a; b; ck ∈C. Thus,
˜(d; : : : ; d) = (d)6(a) +
n∑
k=1
pk(ck) = ˜(a; : : : ; a) + p(c1; : : : ; cn)
follows from the hypothesis. This means that we can apply our Extension Theorem
16 to this situation and obtain a linear Scott continuous extension . :Cn→ .R+ of
˜ with .6p on Cn. We deCne k :C→ .R+ by k(c) :=($kc), where $kc :=
(0; : : : ; 0; c; 0; : : : ; 0) with c at the kth component and every other component is equal
to zero. As  is linear, Scott continuous and 6p, it follows that k is linear, Scott
continuous and k6pk . Moreover, for d∈C,
(d) = ˜(d; : : : ; d) = .(d; : : : ; d) = .
(
n∑
k=1
$kd
)
=
n∑
k=1
.($kd) =
n∑
k=1
k(d):
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5. Examples of continuous d-cones with additive way-below relation
We will see in this section which of our examples for continuous d-cones have an
additive way-below relation. To those we can apply the Extension Theorem and the
Sum Theorem.
The way-below relation on .R+ is characterised by xy if and only if x=y=0 or
x¡y. It is straightforward to check that addition preserves this condition, and thus the
way-below relation.
Proposition 19. The way-below relation on .R+ is additive.
The way-below relation  on a product
∏
i∈I Xi of dcpo’s Xi with a smallest element
⊥i ∈Xi can be characterised by the way-below relations i on Xi via (xi)i∈I(yi)i∈I
if and only if there exist a Cnite subset E⊆ I with xi =⊥i if i =∈E and xiiyi if i∈E.
The least element in a continuous d-cone is the neutral element 0. Thus, addition pre-
serves the way-below relation in a product if and only if addition in each component
preserves it.
Proposition 20. The way-below relation is additive on a product of continuous
d-cones with additive way-below relation.
The extended probabilistic powerdomain is continuous whenever the underlying space
is a continuous domain. This can be found in [Kir93], where Kirch shows that there ex-
ists a basis consisting of the simple valuations. That the way-below relation is additive
on this basis is an immediate consequence of the so-called Splitting Lemma:
Lemma 21 (Jones [5]). For two simple valuations &; ' on a continuous domain holds
&=
∑n
i=1 ri(xi
∑m
j=1 sj(xj = ' if and only if there exist tij ∈R+ such that tij =0
implies xixj and
m∑
j=1
tij = ri;
n∑
i=1
tij ¡ sj:
We use the interpolation property to conclude that for xy on a continuous domain
there exist elements b and c in the basis with x6bc6y. With this it is straightfor-
ward to check that whence we have an additive way-below relation on a basis and the
basis is closed under addition then the way-below relation is additive on the whole
d-cone. We conclude:
Proposition 22. The extended probabilistic powerdomain of a continuous domain has
an additive way-below relation.
We know from [2, 4] that the dcpo of all lower semicontinuous functions on a core
compact space is continuous. For characteristic functions of open sets the way-below
relation is characterised as follows.
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Lemma 23. Let U; V ∈O(X ) and tU ; tV ∈R+. Then tU 'UtV 'V if and only if tU¡tV
and UV .
However, core compactness is not su8cient to obtain an additive way-below relation
on the function space. Instead, it turns out that coherence is necessary.
Denition 24. A topological space is called coherent if it is sober, locally compact
and the intersection of two compact saturated subsets is compact.
To coherent spaces we can apply the characterisation of the way-below relation on
function spaces from [2, Theorem 8]. We denote by Q(X ) the collection of all compact
saturated subsets of X and by suppf := {x∈X |f(x) =⊥} the support of a continuous
function f :X →L, where L is a bounded complete continuous lattice.
Lemma 25. Let X be a coherent space and L a bounded complete continuous domain
with the Scott-topology. For f; g∈ [X →L]; the following statements are equivalent:
(1) fg
(2) (a) suppfX; and
(b) there are 3nitely many Vi ∈O(X ); Qi ∈Q(X ); ti ∈L; for i=1; : : : ; n; such that
(i) tig(v) for all v∈Vi;
(ii) f(w)6ti for all w =∈Qi;
(iii) X =
⋃n
i=1 Vi\Qi.
Using this characterisation with .R+ as the bounded complete continuous lattice L, it
is straightforward to show:
Proposition 26. If X is a coherent space then L(X ) has an additive way-below re-
lation.
The condition that X has to be coherent to conclude that L(X ) has an additive
way-below relation is sharp.
Proposition 27. If a topological space X is not coherent then the way-below relation
on L(X ) is not additive.
Proof. Because of the duality between the category of coherent spaces and the category
of arithmetic lattices (see e.g. [1, Theorem 7.2.19]) we know that if X is not coherent,
we can Cnd open sets U; V;W with UV and UW , but U V ∩W . Thus, there
exists a directed set (Oi)i∈ I of open sets with
⋃
i∈I Oi =V ∩W , but U*Oi for all
i∈ I . Lemma 23 tells us 'U(1 + 3)'V and 'U(1 + 3)'W ) for any 0¡3¡1. But
2'U  (1+3)'V +(1+3)'W , since (1+3)'V +(1+3)'W =
∨↑
i∈I (1+3)'V∪W +(1+3)'Oi ,
and for all i∈ I is 2'U(1 + 3)'V∪U + (1 + 3)'Oi .
There are examples of core compact non-coherent spaces:
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Example 28. We take X :=N∪{⊥1;⊥2} where x¡y for x∈{⊥1;⊥2} and y∈N.
Equipped with the Scott-topology the space X is core compact but not coherent. To
see this set U :=N, V :=↑⊥1 and W :=↑⊥2.
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